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What should universities 
and academic researchers 
say and show about the 
use of animals in their 
research programs?

( the United States context)
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Animal Researchers
(and their institutions)

We want our animal 
research successes 
visible

But we don’t always want 
the animals themselves 
visible
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Animal Successes in the News 
§Should the articles tell the stories of the Animals behind the scenes?



Institutions

§Tours and visits

§Sharing IACUC and other 
documents

§Press releases highlighting 
animal research successes

§ Information on non-
compliances and animal 
welfare problems

Individual Researchers

§Publication practices

§Tours and Visits

§Public presentations

§Representing oneself vs 
representing the institution
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Why INCREASE your Openness and 
Transparency?

§Build good will & trust

§Accountability for spending 
public’s and donors’ money

§ Improve science literacy

§Align the whole institution to 
support the basic science 
programs

§ Increase public acceptance 
of animal research  --- why?
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Why AVOID Openness and Transparency?

§ Individuals targeted, possibly 
violently

§Regulatory actions 

§Bad press (patients, donors, 
community) 

§Ammunition to critics

§ Intellectual property theft

§Time & cost responding to 
negative situations

§Someone else will do it
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Who is Open and Who is Not?

§ Industry / private enterprise

§Government laboratories

§Private universities

§Public universities
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You already may be more open than you 
know (the USA version)

§FOIA-able documents at NIH, 
USDA, and funding agencies

§State-by-state open records 
laws, especially for public 
universities

§Research publications 
(including video publications) 

§Whistle-blowers

§ Loose lips, careless talk

§Non-animal-user employees

§News articles
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Increased Transparency is still a curated 
version of  reality 

Labanimaltour.org
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The video tour shows pigs vaccinated for Swine Fever, and shows
how well they interact with the scientist, and how healthy they look

at this stage of  the project  



The video tells, but does not show, how the pigs  react once they 
are challenged with virus.  There are limits to how open most 
transparency efforts will be









The other part of  
Transparency: 

Scientific Publishing
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Better publication practices for better 
animal care & use AND better science

§ARRIVE, BDS, NAS and other publication 
guidance

§Open access data repositories

§Publishing “negative” data

§Pre-registration of (some) animal studies

§Supplemental material that covers 
Refinements of the reported science

§Recognize that no article (or IACUC 
protocol can give a 100% “complete” 
description --- must edit and prioritize
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Openness in animal research publishing:
Then and now

§Sacrifice vs Kill

§Euthanatize vs Sacrifice

§Preparation vs Animal

§Test vs Experiment

§Animal research vs 
Vivisection

§Never state that pain was 
not treated
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§>500 articles reviewed

§USDA & non-USDA species

§All included survival animal surgery

§All technically required anesthesia

§All ethically required post-surgical analgesia OR a justification for 
non-analgesia 



§ In over 75% of articles, we could not tell 
which, if any, post-surgical analgesics 
the scientists administered.

§Zero articles explicitly stated that 
animals received no pain medications 
for fear of effects on data.



When the literature is silent about pain management practices, 
readers may:
§ Think it’s not important
§ Have no basis for choosing safe, effective medications
§ Miss important methodological information that could affect data, 

and cross-study reproducibility

OR

§ Conclude that painkillers cannot be used for a particular research 
“model,” decide they too will not use analgesics ( USDA AWA 
“Category E” experiment / Swiss severity level 3 ) and propagate a 
cycle of pain under-treatment.
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